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1. Introduction
‘Cartel activity’ can be conceptualized as the making or implementing of an
anticompetitive agreement, concerted practice or arrangement by competitors
to fix prices, make rigged bids, establish output restrictions or divide markets
by allocating customers, suppliers, territories or lines of commerce.1 It is widely
accepted that cartel activity reduces competition in the marketplace to the
detriment of consumers; it is therefore prohibited by all of the national
competition laws of the EU Member States. Furthermore, if it affects trade
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Abstract—There is considerable debate at present, particularly in the Member
States of the European Union, concerning the necessity and appropriateness of
imposing custodial sentences upon individuals who have engaged in cartel activity.
The vast majority of those contributing to this debate have focused on the
punishment theory of (economic) deterrence. Little room is devoted to the
punishment theory of retribution or to consideration of the ‘moral wrongfulness’ of
cartel activity. This article posits that the issue of ‘moral wrongfulness’ is a central
issue in the debate on cartel criminalization, irrespective of whether it is deterrence
theory or retribution theory that informs the debate. By employing a norms-based
approach, this article then examines the extent to which cartel activity can indeed
be interpreted as conduct that is ‘morally wrong’ due to its violation of the moral
norms against stealing, deception and/or cheating. By doing so, this article not only
challenges traditional views of the nature of cartel activity but also provides
scholars, legislatures and policymakers with specific analyses which are crucial to a
decision whether to justify (or indeed to oppose) the introduction and maintenance
of criminal cartel sanctions.
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between the EU Member States, cartel activity is prohibited in EU law by
Article 101(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
(TFEU). This provision is enforced by the European Commission (‘the
Commission’) and the national competition authorities and courts of the EU
Member States.2 In its cartel law enforcement role, the Commission imposes
only administrative fines on undertakings; it cannot inflict criminal punishment
(which, for present purposes, should be taken to mean a custodial sentence) on
individuals.3 Traditionally, within Europe, EU cartel law enforcement at
national level has tended to avoid the employment of personal criminal
punishment.4 This tradition notwithstanding, recently there has been increasing debate concerning the imprisonment of individual cartelists by the EU
Member States.5 Importantly, this ‘European antitrust criminalization debate’
is more than a mere academic exercise: some European countries, such as the
UK, Ireland, Estonia and (in a limited manner) Germany, have introduced and
imposed personal criminal cartel sanctions, while others (such as the
Netherlands and Sweden) have contemplated their introduction in order to
secure the effective enforcement of Article 101(1) TFEU and their national
equivalents. These developments are consistent with worldwide trends in
competition law enforcement, as ‘countries in virtually every region of the
world are criminalizing cartel offences’.6
The employment of such criminal sanctions within the context of anti-cartel
enforcement presents a number of crucial challenges that need to be met if the
underlying enforcement objectives are to be achieved in practice without violating
prevailing legal norms or undermining the legitimacy of the relevant antitrust
regime.7 Above all, given the severe consequences of a custodial sentence, the
employment of criminal antitrust punishment must be justifiable in principle: one
must have a robust normative framework rationalizing the existence of criminal
cartel sanctions. Such a framework should be constructed with recognized
theories of criminal punishment, employing either a single criminal punishment
theory as the ultimate rationale for criminal cartel sanctions8 or a combination of
different punishment theories, each performing its own distinct justificatory role
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within the framework (eg justifying the existence of criminal punishment per se
or its distribution in a given cartel scenario).9
Some punishment theories have more potential for inclusion in a cartel
criminalization framework than others. Clearly, both ‘rehabilitation through
incarceration’ and ‘incapacitation through incarceration’ are inappropriate in
the antitrust context.10 The concept of ‘rehabilitation through incarceration’—
with its focus on those recividivist individuals who, after being punished, are,
by their very nature, still incapable of adhering to the law—is of limited
relevance when one is considering the punishment of educated corporate
decision-makers who are capable, one assumes, of learning from their
mistakes.11 Unlike other types of crime—drugs-related crime, for example—
the actions of such educated decision-makers cannot be easily perceived as
being symptomatic of a wider social disease that needs to be treated.12 For its
part, ‘incapacitation through incarceration’ is inappropriate as we do not wish
to put cartelists (who, their cartel activity notwithstanding, are usually
productive, law-abiding members of society) behind bars merely to prevent
them from being physically able to cartelize again in future. If one wished
physically to prevent a given individual from engaging in cartel activity, one
could use other, far less severe/costly methods, such as court orders preventing
an individual from being involved in the management of a business.13
The theories of deterrence and retribution, by contrast, are of more obvious
relevance in the debate on cartel criminalization. The available literature
supports this view: both theories are generally perceived as representing the
more appropriate objectives of the imposition of criminal sanctions on business
enterprise.14 Indeed, both deterrence and retribution have been considered by
commentators both in support of and against antitrust criminalization. Most of
those legal commentators who advocate the imposition of personal criminal
sanctions on individuals for engaging in cartel activity find inspiration for their
arguments in the theory of deterrence. In a nutshell, those who advocate cartel
criminalization highlight its necessity for the achievement of optimal deterrence,15 while those opposed to it argue the contrary.16 While far less room is
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reserved in this debate for a systematic and detailed consideration of the
concept of retribution, it is nonetheless possible to find some statements in the
literature on the (negative) moral character of cartel activity.17 The well-known
example is Klein’s comment that collusion is the equivalent of ‘theft by welldressed thieves’.18 Likewise, Whish believes that there ‘is not a great deal of
difference between price-fixing and theft’.19 For Werden, cartel activity is
‘properly viewed as a property crime, like burglary or larceny, although cartel
activity inflicts far greater economic harm’.20 Others are far less condemnatory
and highlight the (relatively) neutral moral character of cartel activity.21
Given the above, one can therefore argue that: (i) one must have a robust
normative framework rationalizing the existence of criminal cartel sanctions if
the cartel criminalization project is to succeed and (ii) deterrence and/or
retribution theory are potential criminal punishment theories that can inform
such a normative framework. The word ‘potential’ is important here. This
article precedes on the basis that deterrence and retribution are merely
potential candidates for inclusion in the normative framework: it does not
attempt to argue that deterrence and/or retribution theory should in fact be
chosen for inclusion in the framework. The aim of the article is less ambitious;
by developing the literature in this area, this article aims to provide scholars,
legislatures and policymakers with specific analyses which are crucial to the
choice as to whether to justify (or indeed to oppose) criminal cartel sanctions
(ie imprisonment) on the basis of deterrence and/or retribution theory. In
particular, it considers the challenge of actually identifying the ‘moral
wrongfulness’ in cartel activity—a challenge that is relevant to the employment
of not only retribution theory but also deterrence theory—and its implications
for the definition of a criminal cartel offence.
To achieve its aim, this article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a
working definition of ‘moral wrongfulness’ and explains its relevance to the debate
on cartel criminalization. It therefore presents the context in which the substantive
analyses will be conducted. The remaining sections consider in turn whether
cartel activity is ‘morally wrong’ on the basis of potential violations of particular
moral norms which are widely accepted by society: Section 3 analyses whether
cartel activity can amount to a violation of the moral norm against stealing,
Section 4 considers whether cartel activity violates the moral norm against
deception, and Section 5 examines whether cartel activity represents a violation of
the moral norm against cheating. Finally, in Section 6, some concluding
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observations are offered on the implications of the substantive analyses for the
current debate on the employment of criminal sanctions for cartel activity.

2. ‘Moral Wrongfulness’ and its Relevance to the Debate on Cartel
Criminalization
A. A Working Definition of ‘Moral Wrongfulness’

22
S Green, Lying, Cheating, and Stealing: A Moral Theory of White-Collar Crime (OUP 2006). For criticism of
Green’s tripartite framework, see eg M Berman, ‘On the Moral Structure of White Collar Crime’ (2007) 5 Ohio
State J Crim L 301, 314.
23
Green, Lying (n 22) 30.
24
ibid.
25
See S Green, ‘Why it’s a Crime to Tear a Tag Off a Mattress: Overcriminalization and the Moral Content
of Regulatory Offences’ (1997) 46 Emory LJ 1535, 1551–53. It is conceded that other norms may also be
relevant to cartel activity (eg the norm against promise breaking). However, due to spatial constraints, the author
focuses on the norms against stealing, deception and cheating, norms which, as demonstrated below, have
particular relevance to the concept of cartel activity.
26
See A Steel, ‘Lying, Cheating, and Stealing: A Moral Theory of White-Collar Crime by Stuart P Green’,
(Book Review), (2006) 29 UNSWLJ 349, 350.
27
Green, Lying (n 22) 44.
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The logical first step in this article would be to provide a working definition of
the concept of ‘moral wrongfulness’. To do so one can rely upon the innovative
research conducted by Professor Stuart Green. According to that particular US
scholar, the moral content of a given conduct can be assessed by analysing the
culpability of the actor, the social harmfulness of the action and the moral
wrongfulness of the action.22 Importantly, Green does not argue that the
elements of this tripartite framework constitute a set of necessary or sufficient
conditions for criminalization.23 Rather, he uses the framework as an analytical
structure ‘for describing white-collar crime’s moral complexity’.24 Due to the
research question posed by this article, it is Green’s conceptualization of ‘moral
wrongfulness’ that is of relevance for present purposes. For Green, conduct
may constitute a ‘moral wrong’ if it is in violation of a pre-existing moral norm,
such as that prohibiting stealing, deception or cheating.25 To use this approach,
one must acknowledge that moral wrongfulness is a norm-based concept, not
necessarily a rights-based one.26 This approach is less abstract than its
‘traditional’ counterpart, and therefore has the advantage of comprehensibility:
‘[e]ven people who have never had occasion to read a single page of moral
philosophy are capable of making finely grained distinctions about, say, what
properly constitutes cheating or stealing’.27 Indeed, Green’s treatment of moral
wrongfulness is particularly useful for present purposes, ie determining the
moral quality of a particular type of conduct which may at first glance seem
innocuous or morally neutral. The definition of ‘moral wrongfulness’, then,
fills the ‘critical gap in the literature . . . by supplying a new tool kit for
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B. Relevance to Deterrence
The theory of deterrence holds that punishment can only be justified if it leads
to the prevention or reduction of future crime.32 Deterrence is thus
consequentialist: ‘it looks to the preventive consequences of sentences’,33
viewing punishment as a method of maximizing utility, to be employed only
when the disutility of its imposition is less than the utility to society secured by
its deterrent effect. The economic variant of deterrence theory places the
maximization of societal ‘wealth’ at the centre of the enquiry concerning
utility.34 Advocates of cartel criminalization have generally constructed their
pro-criminalization arguments on the basis of (economic) deterrence theory.
The key to an effective anti-cartel enforcement policy that ensures deterrence,
so they argue, is the existence of the non-indemnifiable individual sanction of
imprisonment. As observed by the OECD, ‘[a]s agents of corporations commit
violations of competition law, it makes sense to prevent them from engaging in
unlawful conduct by threatening them directly with sanctions and to impose
such sanctions if they violate the law’:35 hence the rationale for a personal
sanction. To avoid indemnification by the corporation (which ultimately

28
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Stucke (n 17) 491.
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33
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34
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Comment on Dworkin and Kronman’ (1980) 9 JLS 243, 247.
35
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understanding why everyday conduct, from speaking to investors to making
campaign contributions to politicians, can be a crime worthy of society’s moral
condemnation’;28 to this list can be added the concept of cartel activity. In fact,
the usefulness of Green’s approach has been acknowledged a number of times
by competition law academics. Stucke, for example, believes that Green’s
conceptualization of ‘moral wrongfulness’ is ‘helpful’ in evaluating the moral
content of the antitrust conduct that has been criminalized by the Sherman Act
1890,29 while Beaton-Wells contends that it would be of ‘substantial assistance’
in identifying the negative moral qualities of cartel activity, as defined in
Australian legislation.30 (In fact, these particular scholars employed, inter alia,
Green’s conceptualization of ‘moral wrongfulness’ to conduct their respective
analyses in these contexts.31) The substantive sections of this article therefore
consider the ‘moral wrongfulness’ of cartel activity by determining the extent to
which such activity represents a violation of the moral norms against stealing,
deception and/or cheating.
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benefits from the cartel), however, the personal sanction is coupled with the
use of the criminal law—thereby introducing the (non-indemnifiable) threat of
imprisonment—and accordingly becomes ‘the most meaningful deterrent’ to
cartel activity36 and a forceful method of sending ‘a message to other business
executives about the risks and penalties for this kind of behaviour’.37 Such an
approach avoids the inherent problems associated with the imposition of an
optimal deterrent fine on the firm (estimated at between 150 and 200% of
annual turnover in the product market concerned),38 which include insolvency,
increased market concentration and the violation of legal caps on fines.39
As implied by the paragraph directly above, a finding of ‘moral wrongfulness’
is not required in order to create a deterrence-based argument concerning the
criminalization of cartels. In fact reliance on deterrence theory in this context
has the potential to create a morally-neutral criminal offence. Indeed, those
who depend upon deterrence theory to oppose criminalization sometimes
emphasize the (relatively) neutral moral character of cartel activity in order to
underline further the inappropriateness of criminal antitrust punishment.40
While there are of course morally-neutral/-ambiguous offences,41 it does not
necessarily follow that morality is no longer a concern for those who advocate
criminalizing a given behaviour, including cartel activity.42 In fact, if the use of
deterrence theory to justify criminal antitrust sanctions results in the creation
of a morally-neutral criminal offence, a number of negative consequences may
be engendered.43According to some, applying the criminal law to morallyneutral/-ambiguous conduct is not only unjust but is also counterproductive, in
that by unfairly labelling offenders as criminals, the moral authority of the
criminal law is undermined, resulting as a consequence in a weakening of its
deterrent value.44 Packer contends that applying the criminal sanction to
morally-neutral conduct ‘decriminalizes’ the criminal law and can result in
nullification or, more subtly, a changing of people’s attitudes towards the
meaning of criminality.45 The criminal law, then, should be concerned solely
with conduct which unequivocally attracts the moral opprobrium of society.46
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In the absence of such a restraint, the criminal law may begin to lose its
legitimacy.47
Such arguments do not entertain the possibility that by criminalizing cartel
activity one may influence others as to how they perceive the nature of that
behaviour.48 They ignore the educative function of the criminal law and do not
allow for the criminal law actually to create, and not just reflect, a moral
opprobrium for what is, at least according to those who legislate, undesirable
behaviour. The line between malum in se and malum prohibitum has been
crossed many times and has largely been discredited and in fact the public
learns a significant deal of its morality from what is punished by the criminal
law.49 However, even if one accepts this educative function, it does not
necessarily follow that legislatures should be unrestrained in their attempts to
develop a consensus concerning morality. There may be a problem of ‘sticky
norms’, for example.50 This problem of resistance to change can occur when
there is a wide disparity between the views of the criminal law and those of
society in general as regards the moral character of a given conduct. The more
negative that conduct is already perceived in terms of its moral qualities, the
likelier it will be appreciated as undesirable conduct requiring criminal
sanctions,51 and the easier it would be to employ the educative function of
the criminal law. In fact, a number of important advantages can be achieved if
a proposed criminal cartel offence relates to conduct which is morally
questionable, such as a reduction in enforcement costs due to an internalization of the moral norm.52 Arguably, ‘[l]egal enforcement mechanisms cannot
function unless they are based on a broad consensus about the normative
legitimacy of the rules – in other words, unless they are backed by social
norms’.53 The success of a project of antitrust criminalization therefore
‘depends on the emergence of a genuine sense of ‘‘hard core’’ delinquency,
without which effective regulation by means of criminal law is unlikely to be
achieved’.54 To avoid the potential for undesirable outcomes, one should
therefore create a criminal cartel offence that has a sufficient degree of moral
content. Accordingly, the issue of the ‘moral wrongfulness’ of cartel activity
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remains relevant even if one chooses to employ deterrence theory as the
ultimate justification for criminal cartel sanctions.

C. Relevance to Retribution

55
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59
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60
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61
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62
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At their most basic, theories of retribution have traditionally held that
punishment ought to be justified not by reference to its ability to prevent
future crime but rather because human beings are responsible for their actions
and must thus receive what they deserve when they have made what society
deems are wrong choices.55 Such theories employ an approach to punishment
that is backward-looking to the offence, rather than forward-looking to the
offender or to the consequential effects of punishment on the rest of society;56
they are centred on the concept of retribution for offences against the moral
code.57 Theories of (pure) retribution view punishment as a justification in
itself for a wrong that has been committed; they argue for the imposition of
punishment irrespective of its impact upon future crime levels.58 For such
retributionists it is the nature of the prohibited act, and not the consequences
of punishment, that matters.59 It is true, however, that most modern
retribution theorists generally attempt to distance themselves from the ‘strong
form’ retributive arguments, which claim that just deserts theories not only
offer society a justification for the imposition of punishment but also impose an
obligation concerning its use.60 These theorists attempt to move beyond the
intuitive assertion that ‘those who have done wrong should be punished’ and
incorporate other social justifications into the use of their retribution models61
(such as neutralizing an unfair advantage62 or fulfilling a communicative
function63).
Given this context, the contention that ‘moral wrongfulness’ is relevant to a
retribution-based argument in favour of cartel criminalization should be selfevident. In fact, unlike with deterrence theory (where the conceptualization of
cartel activity as ‘morally wrong’ is advisable rather than absolutely necessary),
a robust determination of the ‘moral wrongfulness’ of cartel activity is essential
to support a retribution-based criminalization argument. This is true as much
for ‘pure’ retribution theory, as for those retributionist theories that also
incorporate other social justifications into their respective models.
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Consequently, the analyses presented in Sections 3–5 of this article are at their
most relevant when criminalization frameworks which employ the criminal
punishment theory of retribution are at issue. As noted above, the literature on
the ‘moral wrongfulness’ of cartel activity is underdeveloped: few detailed
examinations of the moral quality of cartel activity exist and the robustness of a
retribution-based criminalization argument remains to be tested. The addition
to the literature represented by the substantive analyses that follow therefore
has most to offer to those who wish to consider retribution theory in their
cartel criminalization frameworks.

3. Cartel Activity as Stealing

64
Green, Lying (n 22) 89–91. This definition is slightly different to the legal definition of ‘theft’ in s 1(1)
of the Theft Act 1968, in particular because it does not require the intentional interference to be ‘dishonest’.
Those who wish nonetheless to consider ‘dishonesty’ in this context would find the section below on ‘Cartel
Activity as Deception’ to be informative.
65
See eg J Connor and R Lande, ‘How High Do Cartels Raise Prices? Implications for Optimal Cartel Fines’
(2005) 80 Tul L Rev 513; J Connor and R Lande, ‘The Size of Cartel Overcharges: Implications for US and EU
Fining Policies’ (2006) 51 Antitrust Bull 983; J Connor, ‘Overcharges: Legal and Economic Evidence’ (2007) 22
Research in L & Econ 59.
66
Such as B Gert, Morality: A New Justification of the Moral Rules (OUP 1988) 135–36.
67
Green, Lying (n 22) 89.
68
In support, one could even argue that Article 101(3) TFEU impliedly recognises the right of consumers to a
competitive market: if an agreement etc violates Article 101(1) TFEU, the undertaking(s) must demonstrate,
inter alia, that consumers are compensated to ensure that Article 101(1) TFEU is declared inapplicable:
consumers must receive a fair share of any efficiencies secured due to the anti-competitive arrangement.
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Stealing can be conceptualized as an intentional and fundamental violation of
another’s rights of ownership in something that is capable of being bought or
sold.64 There are four elements present in this definition. The first to be
determined is the existence of something that is capable of being bought or
sold. This element can be fulfilled with cartel activity. Successful cartels lead to
a higher price for the cartelized good/service.65 One can restate this as follows:
with a successful cartel a given sum would purchase fewer goods/services
following cartel activity than it would have done in its absence. The goods/
services represented by this reduction are capable, by definition, of being
bought or sold.
The second condition is that the victim of the cartel actually has a right of
ownership over the overcharge. This is where the real potential for disagreement lies. In contrast to others,66 Green argues that the right of ownership
does not necessarily owe its existence to the law; rather, it can have a non-legal
character: stealing is ‘in some fundamental way pre-legal’.67 Consequently, one
could argue that, irrespective of their legal rights, consumers are nonetheless
entitled to a competitive price for the goods/services on the market; that, for
example, due to the endorsement of free market economics by European
citizens, consumers have a right to a competitive market.68 It is difficult,
however, to pinpoint exactly how and when such a right is created, hence the
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room for disagreement. It might be best therefore to consider the role of the
law. Indeed, with cartel law one can create such a right of ownership. For
example, one could criminalize the wealth transfer from the consumer to the
purchaser. For Calvani, this occurred in Ireland: criminalization resolved the
issue of ownership of the consumer surplus.69 It would of course be circular to
argue here that criminalization provides the basis for moral wrongfulness and
therefore (following a retributionist line of argument) for criminalization itself.
But this is not a problem that cannot be overcome: the civil law also can be
employed to create such rights prior to criminalization. There is a strong case
that progress towards the creation of such rights has already been made under
EU law. Indeed, in recent years an increasing importance has been given to the
place of the consumer in EU cartel law,70 and consumers have been
encouraged by the European (and national) institutions to sue for damages
caused by cartel activity.71 At one point a consumer welfare standard (ie a
standard which attempts to maximize the consumer surplus and reduce any
consumer-to-producer wealth transfers) appeared to have been expressly
recognized at EU level as the standard to be applied when assessing the
anti-competitiveness of agreements under EU competition law.72 According to
a former Commissioner for Competition, ‘consumer welfare is now well
established as the standard the Commission applies when assessing . . . infringements of the Treaty rules on cartels’.73 Admittedly, however, the legality of
such an approach can be questioned following the judgment of the Court of
Justice in GlaxoSmithKline,74 and debate concerning the appropriate welfare
standard in EU competition law continues.
This brings one to a crucial point: the debate on whether cartel activity can
be interpreted as a form of stealing cannot be divorced from the debate on the
appropriate standard to be adopted in antitrust cases (ie consumer welfare or
total welfare). That is, choice over the standard to be employed affects the
viability of the argument on stealing. Neo-classical economists generally prefer
a total welfare standard to a consumer welfare standard, as its implementation
treats wealth transfers (from consumer to producer, for example) as welfareneutral.75 This preference has been reflected in the views of some antitrust
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scholars.76 Indeed, some academics have requested competition agencies to
adopt this particular standard.77 By adopting such a standard, the agencies
would effectively ignore the distributive consequences of the conduct, focusing
instead on its alleged efficiency effects. The question whether the cartelist
‘steals’ the property of her customer by overcharging her is therefore irrelevant;
all that matters is whether total welfare is maximized. In contrast, by adopting
a consumer welfare standard, the enforcement agencies concern themselves
with distributive consequences and in the process take a politically-motivated
decision on who should benefit from intervention in the market.
By choosing a consumer welfare standard over a total welfare standard, one
facilitates the argument that cartel activity can be conceptualized as stealing:
such a choice explicitly vests rights concerning the overcharge in consumers.
There are a number of problematic issues with this type of approach, however.
First, one must establish why consumers should be treated more favourably
than producers, a difficult task given that the assumed ‘weaker/poorer versus
stronger/richer party’ analysis may not be valid: ‘[t]he monopoly yacht
manufacturer may be owned by a ‘‘blue collar’’ pension fund’.78 Indeed,
shareholders are ultimately consumers, and therefore no obvious reason exists
to prefer consumer surplus to producer surplus.79 Also, if distributional
consequences are to be considered then presumably poor and rich consumers
should not be treated alike; yet under the consumer welfare standard this is not
the case.80 Secondly, a total welfare standard would offer more legal certainty
because it does not look to the subjective interests of consumers.81 Thirdly,
compared to the tax system, competition policy is an inefficient instrument for
ensuring the redistribution of income.82 Accordingly, a total welfare standard
can be used to maximize efficiency, and any unwanted distributive consequences can be dealt with using the tax system.83 These arguments reduce the
attractiveness of a consumer welfare standard. To the extent that this is so,
arguments that cartel activity is akin to stealing would suffer from an inherent
limitation.
However, paradoxically, a strong case can be made as to why one should
nonetheless use a consumer welfare approach: by maximizing consumer
surplus one is likelier to secure a total-welfare-maximizing outcome than by
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using the total welfare standard.84 Intuitively, this is correct, because when
firms have a number of profitable strategies at their disposal, a consumer
welfare standard may ensure that firms choose the best strategy which will
maximize total welfare:
[u]nder a consumer standard, firms pursue profitable strategies up to the point where
consumers are not harmed. If overall profits rise, while consumer surplus does not
fall, total welfare must increase. Under a total welfare standard, firms can go past this
point – they may find that the most profitable permissible strategies are those that
harm consumers a lot (ie the very high profits just offset the loss to consumers). In
this case, overall total welfare may hardly increase at all.85
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A consumer welfare standard is also easier to apply, as determining whether
consumers have suffered harm, while perhaps difficult, is not as complicated as
measuring that harm and then trading if off against gains in profits.86
Consequently, a consumer welfare standard should be adopted, even absent an
express political judgement on the desirability of consumer–producer wealth
transfers. This pragmatic approach, if accepted, facilitates the conceptualization of cartel activity as stealing.
The third element, a fundamental violation, will be present in the case of
cartel activity, provided of course that (i) the goods/services represented by the
cartel overcharge can be deemed to be the property of the victims and (ii) the
cartelist charges her customer(s) a price which is higher than the competitive
price for the product: the cartelist will keep the overcharge and therefore
substantially interfere with the victim’s ability to use or possess her property. In
fact, if the cartel is successful and the cartelized product is purchased, the
victim would be completely incapable of exercising her rights of ownership in
the overcharge. One should be aware that a fundamental violation will not be
present where the cartel agreement87 in question is formed but not
implemented: by creating a cartel agreement, the cartelists will only have
agreed to violate the rights of its customers; to actually violate them they must
put the cartel into practice. Consequently, if the criminal cartel offence is
necessarily to capture conduct which amounts to a violation of the moral norm
against stealing, its scope should not extend beyond the implementation of a
cartel to the mere agreement to implement a cartel.
The final element requires determination of the cartelist’s intentions in
entering into a cartel in the first place: stealing requires an intention to obtain
the overcharge. In order to consider this element, one must first define the
concept of intention. In criminal law intention is generally understood as
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including two alternative categories: direct intention and indirect (oblique)
intention.88 The defendant directly intends a consequence (ie capturing an
overcharge) if: (a) she wants to bring about that consequence; or (b) she
believes that it is possible to achieve an ultimate objective by bringing about
that consequence; and (c) she behaves as she does because of her desire in (a)
or her belief in (b).89 The literature on criminal intention therefore acknowledges that something done as a means towards another end is deemed to be an
intentional act in its own right. By contrast, an indirect or oblique intention may
be found to exist concerning a given consequence where that particular
consequence was recognized by the defendant as a virtually certain consequence of her actions, even when the consequence was neither an ultimate
objective nor a means towards an ultimate objective.90 Importantly, the
existence of multiple intentions of the defendant towards a given consequence
is not problematic: ‘[i]gnoring extraneous intentions, the criminal law focuses
only on the actus reus; and asks, whatever else he intended, did D intend that
actus?’.91
The empirical literature on the intentions of cartelists is relatively sparse,92 a
fact which complicates the issue. Theoretical arguments have tended to fill this
void and can help one analyse this issue. The primary theoretical argument is
as follows. By employing economic deterrence theory, one assumes that
cartelists are rational economic actors who act in their own interest in order to
maximize their own welfare.93 Accordingly, a rational cartelist can be deterred
from engaging in a given conduct if the cost to her of such conduct is greater
than its benefit, and the existence of a cartel implies that, if rationality is indeed
present as assumed, engaging in cartel activity results in a net gain to the
cartelist. Following this line of argument, as cartels exist in practice, they must
therefore be perceived as profitable to the relevant cartelists.94 But how exactly
are they profitable? They are profitable because the cartelist obtains all or part
of the overcharge. The desired objective of maximizing profit (ie rationality)
therefore manifests itself in a direct intention to obtain all or part of the
overcharge. In other words if rational choice theory holds the mere existence of
cartels dictates that cartelists intend to obtain the overcharge: the overcharge is
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a means of obtaining profit maximization. But for this to be the case, the
assumption of rationality must be a realistic assumption in practice.
Some argue that the available empirical evidence suggests that self-interested
calculation is not the sole factor determining adherence to the (competition)
law95 and that complex social and normative factors also affect an individual’s
decision to cartelize.96 There may, then, be many different reasons why
cartelists act the way that they do. According to the available empirical
literature however, cartelists frequently rationalize their conduct in a manner
that is consistent with their highly regarded positions in society,97 for example
by claiming that their actions were designed to protect their companies (and
their employees) in difficult times.98 It may be too simplistic therefore to argue
that, by virtue of rationality, cartelists necessarily act with a given intention.
There are two possible arguments, however, that can nonetheless be
employed to attempt to substantiate the claim that cartelists intend to obtain
the overcharge. The first is that the conclusions in the available empirical
literature on the motivations of cartelists are not always inconsistent with the
existence of rationality and therefore do not necessarily undermine the
theoretical assumption made in the context of economic deterrence theory.
Even if cartelists act with an apparent benevolent intention (eg to save jobs),
obtaining the overcharge still remains the means by which such a benevolent
aim is achieved: the cartelist acts because she believes that the benevolent aim
can be achieved through cartel activity as such an activity increases profitability
by enabling the firm to capture the overcharge. In fact, the same conclusion
can hold if the ultimate aim of the cartelist is merely to increase her standing in
the firm or to be seen to be doing what other executives in the firm are doing.
Understanding intention as capturing both ultimate objective and the means to
achieve that objective can therefore facilitate a finding of an intention to
capture the overcharge.
The second argument again employs the wide definition of intention noted
above, this time focusing on the inclusion of indirect intention within that
definition. The argument here is that the cartelist was fully aware of the
virtually certain results that her actions would occasion: her customers would
suffer a fundamental violation of their rights in the overcharge. There is a
nuance to be understood here however. This is due to the requirement of a
‘virtually certain’ result. When a cartelist merely enters into a cartel agreement
with her competitors, it is not virtually certain that consumers will be harmed.
This is due to the law of demand and the incentives that it places on cartel
members to cheat on the cartel. The fact that by lowering their price (ie
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4. Cartel Activity as Deception
Deception occurs where (i) a message is communicated, with (ii) an intent to
cause a person to believe something that is untrue and (iii) a person is thereby
caused to believe something that is not true.101 The central issues of concern
inherent in the concept are: the actual message that is communicated by the
cartelist; the process by which this message leads to a false belief on behalf of a
third party; the content of the false belief itself; and the intentions of the
cartelist when she communicates the message.
There are three potential scenarios involving the interaction of a cartelist
with her customer which are relevant for present purposes. The first scenario
relates to the situation where the cartelist expressly states to her customer that
she has colluded. The second scenario exists where the cartelist expressly states
to her customer that she has not colluded. The third scenario arises when the
cartelist does not expressly state that cartelization has (or has not) occurred but
nonetheless fails to disclose its occurrence to her customer.
The first scenario is the easiest to address. When the cartelist expressly states
to her customer that she has colluded with her competitors, there will be no
deception; the cartelist is merely telling the truth. Indeed, the admission
99
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cheating on the cartel) the cartelist may capture more customers may lead to
the cartel agreement never being implemented in the first place.99 Of course
there are numerous examples of cartels that have lasted for many decades
irrespective of incentives to cheat.100 However, the point here is that it does not
follow that every single cartel will in fact get beyond the stage of agreement and
actually result in higher prices to consumers. Therefore, one cannot say with
confidence that the creation of a cartel agreement inevitably leads to certain
losses for consumers. That said, cartel agreements which have been implemented
by the cartelists (ie by charging higher prices to their customers) will by
definition lead to the virtually certain result that is required for a finding of
stealing. Therefore, like with the requirement of a fundamental violation, one
needs to be careful when defining the precise actions of the cartelist in this
context. Where oblique intention alone is relied upon to substantiate the
existence of an intention to capture the overcharge, any resulting criminal
cartel offence must take account of the nuance identified. In particular, in such
an instance, if the criminal cartel offence is necessarily to capture conduct
which amounts to a violation of the moral norm against stealing, its scope
should not extend beyond the implementation of a cartel to the mere
agreement to implement a cartel.
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effectively ensures that the customer is made aware of the cartel: presumably,
the customer would not be led to believe by such an admission that in fact no
cartel exists. If there is an admission of the existence of a cartel prior to a sale,
then, there is no violation of the moral norm against deception. While this
assertion may represent a statement of the obvious, it can nonetheless influence
how one designs a criminal cartel offence. For example, the UK Government
recently decided to introduce a ‘carve out’ from the criminal Cartel Offence
in section 188 of the Enterprise Act 2002 of (cartel) agreements which
were published in a suitable format prior to their being implemented ‘so
that customers and others are aware of them’.102 Such a ‘carve out’ can be
rationalized as an attempt to link cartel activity to immoral behaviour (ie
deception), particularly given that the UK Government has also decided to
remove the definitional element of ‘dishonesty’ from the UK Cartel Offence.103
The second scenario is also relatively unproblematic. Here, however, there
will be a violation of the moral norm. The message that is communicated
(‘I have not engaged in cartel activity’) is a verifiable assertion which is literally
false.104 The assertion is verifiable as, irrespective of (legal) issues of evidence,
the individual has indeed either cartelized or she has not. If the individual has
indeed cartelized, the statement is literally false.105 The actual message
intended to be communicated, then, is a lie. The process by which this
communicated message leads to a false belief on the behalf of a third party
(ie that cartel activity has not occurred) involves the reliance by the third party
upon one of the ‘core conventions of dialogue’: the convention that ‘positive
assertions of fact are true in the ordinary sense of the words used’.106 It is this
convention that causes the false belief. Furthermore, it is not difficult to argue
that, absent a genuine mistake on the part of the cartelist, her ultimate
objective in communicating is to mislead the customer. There are certainly
incentives for the cartelist to so mislead. Customers are less likely to display
‘bad feelings’ about the price rise (and are therefore less likely to seek
alternative suppliers) if they attribute the price rise to cost increases rather than
to collusion; and due to their ignorance of the cartel’s existence, customers will
not report the cartel to the authorities. One must not forget here that cartel
activity is unlawful after all and, if detected, will result in the imposition of
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significant fines.107 It should thus be no surprise that, according to the
Commission at least, ‘the undertakings involved in the gravest antitrust
infringements usually employ efforts and sometimes sophisticated means to
conceal their illegal conduct’.108 The General Court agrees with this assessment.109 Alternatively, oblique intention would be present concerning the
creation of the false belief if the cartelist is aware that her customers trust her
and take her statements at face value. With express statements, then, the
criteria concerning deception can be fulfilled relatively easily. But while the
second scenario may indeed involve deception, it is unlikely to occur in
practice: cases where cartelists provide statements such as ‘no need to worry,
our prices have not been determined by collusion’ will be rare.110 A possible
exception may be where official statements concerning the absence of collusion
when preparing tenders are provided to secure government procurement
contracts. This occurs in Germany, where bids responding to public calls for
tender, or to calls for tender addressed to at least two entities, ‘contain either
an express or at least an implied representation that the bids are not rigged’.111
The third scenario is more common in the real world, however. It also
presents a more complicated analysis concerning deception: the message here is
more subtle, in that it does not expressly comment on the absence or otherwise
of cartel activity; and the mechanism through which the message occasions a
false belief is less robust. The message communicated by a cartelist when active
in a market is that her (cartelized) goods/services are available for sale. This
message is a literal truth: the goods are indeed for sale. This is not a problem
though, as literally true statements are capable of being deceptive.112 What is
required is that the message communicated leads to a false belief. The false
belief is that cartel activity has not occurred; it is created due to an assumption
made by third parties as a result of the communication of the original message.
The assumption is that the cartelist is lawfully engaged in normal competition
with her competitors. By placing her (cartelized) good on the market and by
keeping the cartel secret, the cartelist implies that she has not actually
cartelized. A similar point has been argued concerning the common law
offence of conspiracy to defraud:
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undertakings that are lawfully engaged in normal competition with each other; and
the cartelists will know that that is so and will, in effect, act in a dishonest . . . manner,
if the existence of the cartel is kept secret.113
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This argument was accepted by the High Court when it ruled that cartel
activity per se, that is without aggravating features such as express lies, could be
a dishonest practice in law.114 While the argument was rejected on appeal,115 it
was rejected due to legal precedent and not because the moral concept of
dishonesty, or indeed deception, was incapable of accommodating cartel
activity.
The assertion above concerning the assumptions of consumers is not
unproblematic, however. The reason for this is that there is currently no
empirical evidence available to demonstrate directly that consumers do indeed
make the assumption that the sellers of goods/services have not colluded.
Robust empirical evidence is required to overcome definitively this particular
weakness; consumer surveys could be used. This is not to say, however, that
the assertion that consumers make such an assumption cannot be supported at
present. In fact, two particular points lend support to that assertion.
First, it appears that a majority (60%) of UK citizens surveyed believe that
cartel activity is ‘dishonest’.116 Perhaps they find the practice dishonest because
they assume that sellers do not as a matter of course collude with their
competitors. Cartelists may be dishonest because, inter alia, they are acting in a
manner that is inconsistent with (what these citizens perceive to be) fair and
legitimate business practice. Put differently, if such citizens assumed that all
sellers actually engaged in cartel activity, would they be as quick to label any
given cartelist as dishonest? The answer may well be ‘no’. If so, UK citizens
would at least be assuming, then, that some sellers are not colluding.
Secondly, the assumption against cartel activity can be transposed to a more
general assumption made by consumers: the assumption that, in the absence of
contrary evidence, sellers respect the law. Such an assumption could be
conceptualized as the popular (rather than the legal) manifestation of the
principle of the presumption of innocence. If citizens value the legal
manifestation of this principle—which is likely—they may well put it into
practice in their daily dealings. If so, consumers may assume that, until
contradictory evidence is forthcoming, sellers usually adhere to the cartel law
rules and so do not collude. This argument, however, requires citizens actually
to be aware that cartel activity is unlawful. Consequently, to the extent that
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such awareness does not exist, one cannot argue that the more general
assumption (concerning adherence to the law) is active.
In any case, it is the secret nature of cartels which provides potential for the
existence of any assumption on behalf of consumers concerning the existence
of competition between competitors. If this secrecy is not present, for example
due to a public statement by the cartelists acknowledging the cartel, then
deception should not be found: reasonable publicity as regards the existence of
the cartel would effectively turn the third scenario into the first scenario.
Deception would be absent, then, if an exemption were expressly granted by
the relevant competition authority prior to the cartelist offering her goods for
sale, because presumably the public would have (at least constructive) notice of
this exemption decision and therefore of the cartel.
The final element that requires consideration is the intention of the cartelist
in scenario three. While an intention to mislead may well be inferred from the
conduct of cartelists in those (detected) cartels involving sophisticated methods
of concealment,117 the same issues of empirical assessment of the cartelist’s
direct intention are nonetheless present in this context as with the moral norm
against stealing: the intentions of cartelists have not been determined
definitively on the basis of empirical evidence. Likewise, to fill the empirical
gap, one can also link the relevant intention (viz an intention to mislead) to a
direct intention which is supported by robust theoretical arguments concerning
cartel activity (an intention to make profit). Misleading the customer about the
existence of the cartel helps to protect the reputation of the firm and to keep
the existence of the cartel secret (thereby protecting the firm from a fine).
Causing a false belief may therefore represent a means of achieving profit, itself
a likely desired end of cartel activity for the majority of cartelists, and hence
represents a direct intention in its own right.
An indirect intention to cause a false belief may also exist, although this
would not be as clear cut as the indirect intention identified with stealing. The
problem is that the making of an assumption by the customer (regarding the
existence of competition) has not been established as an inevitable consequence
of offering products on the market, as explained above. Furthermore, if such
an assumption were in fact active in practice, the cartelist herself must be
aware of it for an indirect intention to be present regarding the false belief.
Depending on the closeness of her relationship with her customers, the cartelist
may be well placed to appreciate the beliefs, assumptions and feelings of
customers. Customers may reveal by their conduct that they are making the
assumption in question. They may express gratitude to the cartelist (or to her
representatives) for offering her ‘best price’ for the product, for example.
Customer satisfaction surveys, if taken, may further imply the existence of the
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5. Cartel Activity as Cheating
Cheating occurs where a natural or legal person has: (i) violated a fair,
legitimate and fairly-enforced rule, with (ii) the intent to ‘obtain an advantage
over a party with whom she is in a cooperative, rule-bound relationship’.118
The ‘rule’ in question must also be general, prescriptive, mandatory, conductbased and represent a standard.119 Cartel activity can arguably be interpreted
as a form of cheating. The ‘rule’ is represented by the prohibition on pricefixing, output restriction, market sharing and bid rigging (‘the cartel prohibition’) in Article 101 TFEU and/or national equivalents. This rule is general in
application: it is concerned with types of actions (price-fixing, output
restrictions, etc) as opposed to a particular set of actions in a particular set
of circumstances.120 It is prescriptive in that it guides or controls behaviour; it
does not seek to describe the actual conduct of market players.121 The rule is
mandatory: it describes what one must not do (eg one must not fix prices), not
what one is advised not to do in order to achieve a desired result (eg one
should not fix prices if one wishes to create loyal customers). The cartel
118
119
120
121
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assumption (particularly, if customers are generally satisfied with price levels).
The point here, however, is that even if the assumption is inevitably made by
customers, it is not inevitable that all cartelists will know about it. There are
therefore two inherent limitations of a deception argument based on, inter alia,
the indirect intention of the cartelist: the existence of the relevant assumption
and the cartelist’s awareness of it.
There is a further, final limitation to the argument that cartel activity is akin
to deception. It exists for both scenario two and scenario three and irrespective
of whether direct or indirect intention is at issue. The limitation is that the
cartel must have been implemented by the cartelist. It is not sufficient for the
cartelist to merely have entered into a cartel agreement. The reason for this is
that the message communicated in both scenarios requires the offering of a
product at a cartelized price. The second scenario requires a false statement that
the product on sale is not cartelized; a relevant false statement here obviously
necessitates that the product actually be overpriced due to a cartel. The third
scenario requires the customer to have a false belief that a product’s price is its
competitive price merely through the offering of that product by the cartelist.
Again for the belief to be false, the product in question must in fact be
overpriced due to collusion. To link a criminal cartel offence to the violation of
a moral norm against deception, then, one must therefore ensure that its actus
reus does not include the mere conclusion of a cartel agreement.
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prohibition is clearly a conduct rule rather than a decision rule:122 it is directed
at general market players in order to guide their behaviour on the market; it is
not, by contrast, addressed to competition officials who take decisions
concerning the violating behaviour. Furthermore, the actual standard represented by the cartel prohibition reaches sufficient specificity to ensure that it is
considered more of a ‘rule’ in the Dworkinian sense than a ‘principle’ or a
‘policy’.123 While general in its application, the cartel prohibition is nonetheless
precise enough to specify a particular outcome or mode of behaviour.
However, to satisfy the first limb of the paradigm of cheating, the cartel
prohibition must also be fair, issued by a legitimate authority and enforced in
an even-handed manner.124 The criteria of legitimacy and even-handedness are
institution-specific. It is assumed that the relevant authorities are indeed
legitimate and that their enforcement of the cartel prohibition would be evenhanded. Concerning fairness, what is in question here is whether the existence
of the rule itself is inherently unfair: by prohibiting cartels is one acting ipso
facto unfairly towards the potential cartelist? It is submitted that one would not
be acting unfairly. First, the restriction upon the freedom of action of the
potential cartelist is very narrow in scope. While the rule prohibits cartelists
from agreeing to fix prices, restrict output, divide markets or bid-rig (ie from
co-operating on business decisions), it does not prohibit them from cooperating on business functions, such as research or distribution.125 Market
actors, then, are not prohibited from engaging in co-operative ventures in
which their activities are integrated in a manner reasonably expected to
generate efficiencies.126 Secondly, the power to prevent co-operation on
business decisions is not absolute: if market actors are determined to cooperate with their competitors on business decisions, then, provided that the
relevant merger control rules127 are not violated, they may formally merge their
respective firms with those of their competitors.128 Thirdly, in the unlikely
event that the cartel activity leads to efficiencies, the cartelist may be granted
an exemption from the operation of the cartel prohibition. Whether this is the
case will depend upon how the actual cartel offence is drafted. One could, for
example, expressly provide for an (automatic) Article 101(3) TFEU-type
exemption from criminal liability for those (very rare) cartel agreements that
possibly generate net gains for consumer welfare.129 Such an exemption would
prevent the punishment of a cartelist for engaging in utility-enhancing activity.
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Fourthly, violation of the cartel prohibition rarely occurs through ignorance of
the law and the activity involved is relatively easy to comprehend. Unlawfulness
is therefore understood by business people.130 Finally, given the harm caused
and the very low probability of an increase in consumer welfare, it is not
unreasonable to introduce and maintain the cartel prohibition. For these
reasons, the first limb is relatively unproblematic.
Likewise, the second limb of the paradigm of cheating can arguably be
fulfilled by the cartel prohibition. In this instance what is at issue is: (i) whether
the cartelist and her victim are engaged in a mutually beneficial, co-operative,
rule-governed enterprise and (ii) whether by breaking the rule in question the
cartelist intends to gain an advantage over her victims. In order to determine
the answers to both of these inquiries, one must first identify the actual victims.
Three possible victims present themselves: the (potential) competitors of the
cartelists; the customers of the cartelist; and the final consumers of the
cartelized good. The mutually beneficial co-operative enterprise within which
these parties are organized is represented by the ‘market’: that is, the
commercial mechanism that allows buyers and sellers to exchange goods/
services. By entering the market, the potential cartelists (and their victims)
have restricted their liberty to some degree—they have implicitly agreed to be
bound by the rules of the marketplace. One of the rules of the marketplace is
not to engage in cartel activity. So far, so good.
The difficulty, however, is in actually identifying the unfair advantage that
the cartelist intends to obtain in breaking the rule. With a competitor, it is not
immediately obvious what the disadvantage would be. Cartel activity, if
successful, will lead to an increase in a good’s price. This may be in the interest
of the competitor: she can now increase her own price. Moreover, by not
changing her price, she will gain a competitive advantage over the cartelists.
So, where is the disadvantage? But perhaps this analysis is a little obtuse. One
could, for example, conceptualize the disadvantage in terms of the self-restraint
exercised by the non-cartelist competitor in deciding not to enter into a cartel,
a self-restraint that is exercised to ensure that the market functions correctly
and to the benefit of all. Accordingly, the advantage obtained by the cartelist is
not one defined as an increase in sales away from a competitor (ie a financial
gain) but rather as the gain inherent in ‘indulging one’s will, exercising one’s
freedoms beyond the restrictions imposed’ by the cartel prohibition.131 The
same analysis would hold for the customer of a cartelist who is also a firm
operating on a market, provided that she did not cartelize the upstream or
downstream market: she would be exercising a self-restraint in not violating the
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rule. She would also suffer a more tangible material disadvantage in terms of
the cartel overcharge.132 But would the unfair disadvantage be present with
regard to the final consumer? That is a difficult inquiry. Green contends that
‘[w]hen X cheats, she seeks an advantage by violating a rule that Y is believed
to be obeying’.133 If this analysis is correct, one therefore would have to
establish that the cartelist believed that the consumer would not be in breach of
the cartel prohibition (ie that she would be exercising self-restraint by not
engaging in cartel activity). But is a final consumer actually exercising any
restraint when she—by definition—is incapable of actually engaging in cartel
activity?134 The common-sense answer would probably be ‘no’. But perhaps
such an analysis would be following too literally the argument of Green and
that what really is at issue here is the breach of one in a set of different rules of
the marketplace; the quid pro quo for expecting adherence to the rule
prohibiting cartel activity by the potential cartelist is the consumer’s adherence
to a different market-based rule, which she is capable of breaching (such as not
submitting a vexatious complaint to the antitrust authorities). One can think of
an exam situation here to justify such a broad approach to the concept of
cheating. Arguably, cheating in the context of an exam is morally wrong not
(merely) because one manages to get an advantage over the other exam
candidates, but because one thereby ‘gets one over’ other stakeholders in the
examination process who are bound to adhere to certain (fairness) rules (such
as the examiner and/or those relying upon the exam results). If one accepts this
argument, then there is clearly room to consider the exercise of an unfair
advantage by the cartelist over not only her competitors and customers, but
also the final consumer.
The final element to be examined again concerns the intention of the
cartelist. For cheating to be found the cartelist must have intended to obtain an
advantage over another. There were two potential advantages identified above:
(a) the overcharge obtained from a customer, which is a firm operating on a
market (and therefore bound by the EU/national competition rules); and (b)
the advantage of having the freedom to collude with one’s competitors. It
should be clear that the conclusions from the analysis conducted above
concerning the relevant intention for stealing (intention to obtain the
overcharge) apply to an analysis of an intention to obtain (a). In short, a
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6. Conclusion
There is a strong argument that cartel activity can be conceptualized as
stealing. To sustain this argument one must establish that the victims of the
cartel activity have rights to the cartel overcharge. The key issue to be decided
here is whether a total welfare standard or a consumer welfare standard should
be adopted in the context of antitrust law. There is a strong pragmatic
argument why a consumer welfare standard should be chosen, even if one
believes that wealth transfers from consumers to producers are wealth-neutral.
However, even if the relevant rights to the overcharge are created, there is a
further limitation of the conceptualization of cartel activity as stealing: due to
the requirement of a fundamental violation of these rights, only the actual
implementation of a cartel agreement will be captured.
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strong theoretical argument can be constructed to establish a direct intention to
obtain the overcharge; but if one relies upon indirect intention to find the
relevant intention, one would be confined to a definition of cartel activity that
does not include the mere conclusion of a cartel agreement. The analysis of
intention to obtain (b) (ie to exercise the freedom to collude) is far more
straightforward, provided that a cartel is entered into or implemented in a
wilful manner rather than through mere inadvertence or negligence (ie where
the cartel actually has a purpose (whatever that might be) rather than being an
accident). Whatever the ultimate objective of a given episode of cartel activity,
one thing is clear: exercising one’s freedom to engage in that cartel activity is a
prerequisite to the achievement of its ultimate objective. To put it another way,
one can only obtain the objective through cartel activity by first breaking the rule
prohibiting cartel activity. Consequently, violating the cartel prohibition
(ie entering into and/or implementing a cartel) will inevitably be the means
towards the achievement of any objective of cartel activity (eg profit
maximization, protecting the firm from competition, fitting in at work, etc).
A direct intention to achieve one’s objectives through cartel activity implies a
direct intention to engage in cartel activity. This finding is particularly
interesting as the direct intention is not confined to situations where the cartel
activity is implemented; by contrast, it covers situations where the cartelist has
merely entered into a cartel agreement. This is because: (i) the existence of a
cartel agreement itself is a necessary prerequisite to the implementation of a
cartel (and is therefore one of the means towards the achievement of any
objective of cartel activity) and (ii) the mere entering into a cartel agreement
violates Article 101(1) TFEU and/or its national equivalents. As a result, a
criminal cartel offence which is aimed at capturing conduct that violates the
moral norm against cheating could indeed include an actus reus that extends
beyond implementation to the initial conclusion of a cartel agreement.
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Deception can certainly be present when false statements are offered by the
cartelist concerning the non-existence of cartel activity. Deception through
non-disclosure also remains a possibility, albeit one with problematic issues. In
particular, one must establish that customers actually assume that cartelists
compete with their competitors. Without firm empirical evidence supporting
this assumption one must rely on (plausible) theoretical arguments, thereby
introducing an inherent limitation to the analysis. Moreover, the determination
of the intention of the cartelist in remaining silent is not as clear-cut as with
false statements, although arguably a direct intention to mislead often exists in
this context. There is a further limitation concerning deception through false
statements and deception through non-disclosure: the cartel agreement must
have been implemented, as the relevant message communicated requires the
offering of a product at a cartelized price.
The moral norm against cheating also has potential to capture the ‘moral
wrongfulness’ of cartel activity. But problematic issues also exist here. The
main difficulty lies in identifying the ‘unfair advantage’ that the cartelist intends
to obtain in breaking the relevant rule. If the ‘advantage’ is narrowly defined to
include a material/financial advantage obtained over another who adheres to
that rule, then cheating can only occur against a cartelist’s customer who is an
undertaking offering goods or services on a market. A wider definition of
‘advantage’ which includes the mere indulging of one’s will beyond the
restrictions imposed by the relevant cartel prohibition further facilitates a
finding of ‘moral wrongfulness’ (this time against competitors, customers and
final consumers), but does so at the expense of a more rigid link between the
cartelist’s actions and their impact on other market actors. That said, such an
approach allows one to capture the full extent of cartel activity (ie entering into
a cartel agreement as well as implementing it).
This article highlights that an interesting point of contact exists between the
theories of deterrence and retribution: rationality. In the cartel criminalization
literature, the relevance of arguments concerning the rationality or otherwise of
cartelists has been confined to discussions of economic deterrence theory. This
article demonstrates, however, that the existence of rationality can be relevant
to both deterrence and retribution. If cartelists are indeed rational (as assumed
by economic deterrence theory), then one can construct solid theoretical
arguments as to why cartelists would have the relevant (direct) intentions
required to substantiate claims that they violate the examined moral norms
(thereby facilitating a retribution-based criminalization argument). If cartelists
are not rational, however, the theories of deterrence and retribution exhibit
inherent tensions. If rationality does not exist, it becomes more difficult to
substantiate the required intentions. To overcome this difficulty while nonetheless creating a cartel offence that captures ‘moral wrongfulness’, one could
add one or more of the relevant intentions to the definitional elements of the
proposed offence. But doing so impacts negatively on deterrence: due to the
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additional definitional elements’ requiring of proof, ceteris paribus, for a given
amount of resources fewer successful prosecutions will be achieved.
This article also demonstrates that creating a criminal cartel offence that
captures ‘moral wrongfulness’ can also influence the scope of the offence and
undermine deterrence. To align the criminal cartel offence with a violation of
the moral norms against stealing and/or deception (but not cheating), one must
ensure that its scope does not extend beyond the implementation of a cartel
agreement to its mere creation. This conclusion is especially relevant to those
wishing to reform the UK Cartel Offence. Currently, section 188 of the
Enterprise Act 2002 makes it a criminal offence to dishonestly ‘make or
implement’ or ‘cause to be made or implemented’ a cartel agreement. The UK
Government has decided to remove the definitional element of dishonesty and
(in an attempt to capture deceptive behaviour only) to introduce a ‘carve out’
from the criminal offence of (cartel) agreements that are published prior to
their implementation. But to link full cartel activity with the moral norm
against deception, it should also remove the relevant references to ‘make’ and
‘cause to be made’ from section 188. Admittedly, this would also impact
negatively on deterrence; but the negative impact could be tempered if the
mere making of a cartel agreement were caught by section 1 of the Criminal
Attempts Act 1981.
Finally, this article reveals that more detailed empirical work is required to
determine conclusively the primary objective of cartelists (and thereby the
robustness of the theoretical arguments advanced). One way of conducting this
research takes inspiration from Parker,135 Sonnenfeld136 and Lawrence:137 the
antitrust authorities (in conjunction with social scientists) could interview
under conditions of anonymity and confidentiality convicted price-fixers to
determine inter alia why the cartelists acted as they did.138 While such
interviews may produce self-serving statements and represent a biased sample
(ie only detected cartelists would be interviewed), they often produce more
revealing data than other studies.139 In any case, until definitive data is
forthcoming, assertions that cartel activity inevitably entails ‘morally wrongful’
conduct remain vulnerable to challenge.

